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"Molecules of RNA, because they can carry genetic
information and some can catalyze reactions, could have
been instrumental in the emergence of the first selfreplicating systems. From these first systems, in a
manner far from understood, through the long process of
natural selection, may have come all of the living things
on Earth today".
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ABSTRACT

Can the Old Theory of
" Big Bang" Stands to Admit The Presence of " Allah"
"The Creator" of the Humankind on Earth in the Center of
Our Fascinating World of Astronomy ?!!
A.H. El-Sebae
In the frame of the advanced scientific discoveries
of the Twenty One Centaury including the recent
discoveries of molecular biology and molecular
genetics, T.W. Graham Solomons and Craig B.
Fryrhce (2007) the authors of a recent text book in
Organic Chemistry in the first chapter of their book:
"In our eyes and in every part of our bodies, we have
stardust which is derived from the gigantic explosion
(Big Bang) which released a sea of subatomic
particles and radiation which on cooling in the first
minutes, formed protons, electrons, and neutrons.
From these were formed hydrogen and deuterium
atoms, and then atoms of helium. Gravitational forces,
collisions and cosmic energy sources led to
combination of atoms into simple then heavier
molecules.
They added that "one theory to explain the origin
of life on Earth started with carbon atoms in the form
of methane then more complex organic molecules in
the presence of water, ammonia, and carbon dioxide.
Amino acids, proteins, and the ribonucleic acid
(RNA) and DNA can be formed carrying the genetic
code neccasry for forming new cells in the process of
self - reproduction.
They concluded in this concern (page 2) "These
pieces then combine to form more complex
compounds called amino acids, formaldehyde,
hydrogen cyanide, purines, and pyrimidines". It is
thought that these and other compounds formed in the
primordial atmosphere, were carried by rain into the
sea until the sea became a vast store house containing
all of the compounds necessary for the emergence of
life. Amino acids can react with each other to become
proteins. Molecules of formaldehyde can react with
each other to produce sugars, and some of the sugars,
together with inorganic phosphates, may have reacted
with purines and pyrimidines to become simple
molecules of RNAs and DNAs. Molecules of RNA,
because they can carry genetic information and some

can catalyze reactions, could have been instrumantal in
the emergence of the first self replicating systems: From
these first systems, in a manner far from understood,
through the long process of natural selection may have
come all of the living things on Earth today)
Thus, these two imminent organic chemists, started
their recent advanced reference in Org. Chem.. (2007) by
accepting the "Big Bang" theory for starting the Universe,
and they accepted that in a mysterious way the selfreplicating system for initiating the living organisms on
earth. Through the long process of selection may have
come the living things on earth??!! How??.
They accepted all these unknowns but refused to
admit that our world has a Creator who has the will and
the wisdom, and the ability to create because He is
"Allah" our Almighty God the real Creator of our
Universe.
We think, that it is time for all of us to revise these
lines of conclusions to become positive acceptors of the
wisdom behind, the existence of our world.
Now, if we know that spontaneous and self-replication
reactions are against the laws of thermodynamics, and
that, creation by chance even through the process of
natural selection proved to be impossible according to the
recent statistical probability calculations. (El-sebae 2006)
Thus, it is time for us all to revise our beliefs and to
surrender to the Belief in Almighty God the only Creator
who has both the wisdom and ability to build our earth in
the center of the fascinating world of astronomy. Earth
was characterized by all the advantages to host humans as
the wise inhabitants to build our possible life on earth
Thanks for our God Blessings. who characterized
humans since their Grand Father Adam "by the honour
and blessings of scientific knowledge and thinking. Thus,
let us keep our advantage !! by thanking our Almiglhy
God and by continuations of exploring the scientific fields
to through more light on new proofs of the God's wistdom
and ability in both our bodies and in the total universe.

